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Accessing the world’s oceans is essential for monitoring and sustainable management
of the maritime domain. Difficulty in reaching remote locations has resulted in sparse
coverage, undermining our capacity to deter illegal activities and gather data for
physical and biological processes. Uncrewed Surface Vessels (USVs) have existed
for over two decades and offer the potential to overcome difficulties associated with
monitoring and surveillance in remote regions. However, they are not yet an integral
component of maritime infrastructure. We analyse 15 years of non-autonomous and
semi-autonomous USV-related literature to determine the factors limiting technological
diffusion into everyday maritime operations. We systematically categorised over 1,000
USV-related publications to determine how government, academia and industry sectors
use USVs and what drives their uptake. We found a striking overlap between these
sectors for 11 applications and nine drivers. Low cost was a consistent and central
driver for USV uptake across the three sectors. Product ‘compatibility’ and lack of
‘complexity’ appear to be major factors limiting USV technological diffusion amongst
early adopters. We found that the majority (21 of 27) of commercially available USVs
lacked the complexity required for multiple applications in beyond the horizon operations.
We argue that the best value for money to advance USV uptake is for designs that offer
cross-disciplinary applications and the ability to operate in an unsheltered open ocean
without an escort or mothership. The benefits from this technological advancement can
excel under existing collaborative governance frameworks and are most significant for
remote and developing maritime nations.
Keywords: USV, ROV, maritime governance, ocean monitoring, ocean surveillance, large ocean nations
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INTRODUCTION

USVs are relatively simple and low-cost. Continuous realtime communications analogous to an onboard environment
allow operational flexibility and human decision-making for
a multitude of applications, such as national security and
surveillance, scientific data collection, and asset monitoring and
protection (Ziegwied et al., 2016; Eleftherakis and Vicen-Bueno,
2020; Siddle et al., 2021; Sutton et al., 2021). USVs can increase
precision for some tasks (Ferreira et al., 2009; Li et al., 2018;
Raber and Schill, 2019) and be scaled in numbers to operate in
bricks or service multiple locations concurrently for the price of
a single crewed ship (Cole, 2020; Costanzi et al., 2020). Successful
technological diffusion of innovations such as USVs depends
on the gradual uptake of the technology by the community
(Rogers, 2010). USV uptake is apparently constrained despite
scores of commercial prototypes rapidly becoming available
(Liu et al., 2016). Suggestions for the slow uptake include low
consumer confidence (Costanzi et al., 2020), lagging legal and
regulatory frameworks (Campbell et al., 2012; Negoro et al.,
2020) and high capital costs of specialised new assets (Gu et al.,
2020) where investements have already been made in multiuse flagships. However, there has been no overarching and
systematic study to determine what might be limiting this hopeful
technology’s uptake.
This article is a synthesis of peer-reviewed studies reviewing 15
years of USV related literature. We undertake a qualitative and
quantitative evaluation of the drivers, broadscale applications
and operational environments of USV use. We discuss our results
in response to the five successful innovation attributes required
for diffusion of innovation: relative advantage, compatibility,
complexity, trialability and observability (Rogers, 2010). Linking
these attributes with our findings provides guidance for both
USV developers and consumers towards decision-making to
advance consumer uptake of this burgeoning technology.

Access to the world’s oceans underpins the sustainable
development and management of global maritime resources.
Broader coverage of the maritime domain reduces the risk of
natural resource degradation, exploitation and illegal activity
(Lindstrom et al., 2012; Visbeck, 2018; Claudet et al., 2020),
particularly in large ocean nations (United Nations, 2015; Dunn
et al., 2018) and areas beyond national jurisdictions (Cremers
et al., 2020; United Nations, 2021). High spatiotemporal
coverage for metocean data collection is fundamental to the
sustainable management of our oceans (Beal et al., 2019;
Smith et al., 2019; Friedman et al., 2020). Increased ocean
coverage is an internationally agreed goal, underpinning
the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (United
Nations, 2015) and Decade of Ocean Science for Sustainable
Development (Ryabinin et al., 2019). Conventional methods
of ocean access such as crewed ships, lagrangian observatories
and fixed-point moorings play a critical role in global ocean
monitoring. However, annual running costs associated with
one standard European fixed-point observatory is almost 1 M
USD, including daily operational ship costs estimated at 25 K
USD (Cristini et al., 2016). Lagrangian observatories also depend
on deployable vessels to obtain ocean coverage, and their
positions are unable to be controlled. These constraints and high
expenditures limit the ability to operate at vast distances, long
time-frames and flexible schedules in the open ocean. Severe
weather and lack of infrastructure in remote areas compound
these difficulties. A cost-effective solution is needed to improve
ocean access.
Global investment in technology has transformed maritime
domain awareness and is set to continue into the future
(Friedman et al., 2020). Automatic Identification System (AIS),
Vessel Monitoring Systems (VMS) and satellite technology are
examples of strategic investments used to improve monitoring,
control and surveillance, particularly in large ocean nations
(Wood and Weigel, 2011; Dunn et al., 2018; McCauley
et al., 2018). Recently, remotely operated and autonomous
technologies such as gliders, uncrewed aerial vehicles, smart
buoys and Argos profiling floats have filled spatial and temporal
voids (Manley, 2016). However, these are limited by their design
and implementation in their capacity to communicate and
persist simultaneously.
Uncrewed and autonomous surface vessels are promising
innovations due to their continuous access to communications,
renewable surface energy, available propulsion sources, scalable
payload and simultaneous access to the water-suface interface
(Roberts and Sutton, 2006; Liu et al., 2016; Manley, 2016;
Costanzi et al., 2020). Uncrewed Surface Vessels (USV), also
referred to as Autonomous Surface Vessels (ASV), have varying
levels of autonomy, and most rely on human decision making for
the safety of crewed vessels at sea [the International Regulations
for Avoiding Collisions at Sea (COLREGs, 1972)] and for
maintaining operational environmental awareness. Definitions
of autonomy vary worldwide, with eight different institutional
standards of autonomy levels discussed in the Committee on
Coast Guard Maritime Domain Awareness (2020).
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METHODS
Data Collation
We conducted a Web of Science literature search using the
search terms: “unmanned surface vessel” and “unmanned surface
vehicle,” not “aerial” and “airborne” from 2005 – August 2020
inclusive. There were no results for the search term “uncrewed
surface vessels” prior to August 2020. Of the 1,690 articles
retrieved and screened 1,106 articles were deemed to meet the
eligibility criteria relevant to this review. The 1,106 articles were
derived from 358 different journal titles and 448 conferences
proceedings. We excluded the articles related to non-surface
autonomous or uncrewed vehicles and those associated with
autonomous cargo and transport (the shipping industry).
Our search strategy aimed to provide a representative sample
of USV-related literature and did not attempt to identify an
exhaustive list of USV articles or describe every available
commercial model. We acknowledge that there are limitations
to this search method, given not all the commercially available
USV applications and developments are described in academic
articles. We also note that there are many USV developments and
applications with unpublished descriptions (grey literature or
otherwise) because their designs are commercial-in-confidence
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drivers and their associated publication years extracted from the
literature review. We present two CA analyses: Applications and
drivers, and Drivers and publication years.
To determine how the sectors industry, government and
academia are related, we weighted each USV application by
relevance to the sector, 3 being the most relevant and 1 being
the least, resulting in an 11 × 3 matrix. All three sectors are
inherent in USV applications, so all sectors were represented in
the weightings. Government weighted highest (weighting = 3)
in 9 out of the 11 applications because even if used throughout
industry, their presiding reason for use was for regulation or
compliance, prescribed by the government. Offshore surveillance
in the literature pertained to asset protection (e.g., offshore
infrastructure patrols) and offshore energy, so government was
weighted high, industry medium and academia low. Military
related applications were weighted high to government and
medium to industry because the USV products used in
the military are commercialised, innovative robotics industry
products. Academia weighted high in environmental and
ecological surveys because the tools and methods used in these
assessments stem from academic pursuits and methodologies.
Industry weighted medium for ecological surveys because many
of the articles were associated with commercial fisheries research.
Each weighting matrix was multiplied with the CA coordinates
and plotted as an ellipse representing one standard deviation of
the weighted application coordinates.
We listed the essential features required to fulfil the 11
resultant applications beyond navigation, guidance and control.
Our aim was to list features that simulate an onboard
environment: real-time communications, passive perception,
payload capacity, payload power, manoeuvrability, deployments
at depth and precision stability. In addition, we included the
features that make USVs cost-effective that are unavailable in
crewed ships: endurance, easy deployment and with multipleUSV collaborative capability.

or sensitive from a national security perspective. To ensure
we had captured a critical quantity of academic literature, we
conducted an extended search using the term: “Autonomous
Surface Vessel.”
The first step was to manually categorise and count the
1,106 academic journal and conference proceedings articles,
resulting in the following categories and counts; 1. Development
(guidance, control, navigation, design and engineering) (848
articles) 2. Application (196), 3. Both categories 1 and 2 (49),
4. Other, not related to development or application (13). We
recorded the publication year, hull type, and commercial USV
make or model if provided. We included semi-submersible USVs
but excluded hovercraft. Groups 2 and 3 above were merged to
produce a total of 245 application articles which were assessed
in further detail. Of the 245 application articles, 22 article titles
referred to the described USV as autonomous and these articles
were further evaluated to determine how each article defined
autonomy. The extended search using the term “autonomous
surface vessel” found 80 additional articles (31 journal, 49
conference proceedings). Of these, there were four application
articles, representing 1.6% of the 245 application articles used in
these analyses. We did not include any of the extended search
results in the analyses.
The 245 application articles were manually assessed to
determine the USV applications and drivers. USV applications
refer to the application of the USVs in each study, and
USV drivers refer to the reason for using a USV as an
alternative to traditional methods, such as crewed ships.
Driver categories were defined if they were listed in more
than five articles. Multiple applications and drivers nominated
by individual articles were counted individually towards
the total, for example, one article could have multiple
drivers and applications. The assessment resulted in 11
applications: hydrography, ecology, inshore surveillance,
offshore surveillance, infrastructure protection/inspection,
pollution control, environmental monitoring, search and
rescue, multiple remotely operated vehicles, general military
and mine countermeasures (see Supplementary Material 1 for
long description), and nine drivers: cost, shallow water access,
endurance, personnel protection, multi-USV spatial coverage,
rapidity and spatiotemporal efficiency, support for other
autonomous systems, precision, and low noise environment.
General hull design provided an indicator for each study’s
operational environments. Inherently, multi-hull, rigid hull
inflatables or centre consol USVs require in situ monitoring
and intervention if capsized and cannot be persistent in the
open ocean. We categorised these as Sheltered and Escorted
(SE) archetypes. Other USVs were explicitly designed to be
self-righting and unattended in the open ocean, categorised as
Unsheltered and Unescorted (UU) archetypes.

RESULTS
Development vs. Application Articles
The total counts of category 1 (development) articles and the
combined categories 2 and 3 (applications) articles were plotted
over time as raw counts and as percentage totals (Figure 1).
The total number of articles increased over time in both
categories, but the proportion of articles referring directly to USV
applications remained consistently between 10 and 20%. From
2014 to 2019, the number of application articles increased by 34
articles, whereas the number of development articles increased
by 115.

USVs and Autonomy
While the search terms used in the analysis did not include
“autonomous surface vessel,” articles referring to their prototypes
as “autonomous” still appeared in 22 of the results used in the
analyses. There were no apparent differences between prototypes
described as “autonomous” as opposed to “unmanned,” nor did
they display higher levels of autonomy. Most articles appeared to
use the term “autonomous” to describe an autonomous feature,

Quantitative Data Analysis
Correspondence analysis (CA) is a quantitative method of
characterising data tables with multiple categorical variables
by reducing the number of dimensions represented by the
variables and graphing them. We used the python package
‘prince’ to reduce the dimensionality for the 11 applications, nine
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FIGURE 1 | Publications about USV applications (solid) and developments (guidance, control, design, navigation and engineering) (dashed) raw counts (black) and
proportion of annual total (grey) vs. publication year based on publications between January 2005 and August 2020.

(Figure 2B). ES applications specifically requiring precision
stability and optimal manoeuvrability made up 29% of the total
applications, including pollution control, which could be either
ES or UU (Figure 2B). This contrasts with the low availability of
commercial USVs for UU operations.
Cost was the most common driver of USV use (no.
publications stating cost as a driver = 78) followed by
personnel protection (60), rapidity and spatiotemporal efficiency
(53), shallow water access (50), endurance (48), support for
other autonomous systems (40), precision (18), multi-USV
spatial coverage (17), and low noise environment (6). Other
drivers not included in these analyses were: adaptability (4),
launch efficiency (2), simple (1), renewable energy source
(no fossil fuels) (1), structural stability (1), access to deep
water (1).

e.g., autonomous: navigation (Idris et al., 2016), detection and
tracking specific environmental conditions (Zhang et al., 2019),
or sailing (Frizzell-Makowski et al., 2011). Thus, “USV” and
“ASV” were used interchangeably. The results from the extended
search resulted in only 80 additional articles and four additional
application articles (1.6% of the analysed data), indicating that
“USV” is a more popular method than “ASV” for describing
essentially the same technology, which is surface vessels, without
any crew, and with varying levels of autonomy and automation.

Archetypes for (Un)sheltered and
(Un)escorted USVs
Of the 186 articles that described the USV hull type, 65%
were only capable of operating under Escort or in Sheltered
(ES) environments, whilst 35% could operate in Unescorted
and Unsheltered (UU) environments (Figure 2A). Of the 186
articles, 58 articles (31%) specified and described a commercial
USV. Roughly equal numbers of the commercial UVS’s described
could operate in UU environments (47%) and ES environments
(53%). The total number of unique commercial USV archetypes
was 27 [UU =6 (22%), ES = 21 (78%)] (Figure 2A). In most
cases, individual ES commercial archetypes were referred to
in only one article, with a small number of ES archetypes
referred to in two or three different articles, except for the
Wave Adopted Modular Vessel (WAM-V) which was referred
to in 5 articles. This was similar for UU archetypes, with the
exception of Saildrone and Wave Glider, which were referenced
in 10 and 13 articles, respectively. Despite the low number (6)
of commercial UU archetypes, nearly half (47%) of the 58 articles
referencing commercial archetypes were written about 22% of the
commercially available archetypes (Figure 2A).

Correspondence Analysis
Correspondence analysis (CA) dimension reduction of 11
applications and 9 drivers to two dimensions described
40.5% (component 1) and 26.2% (component 2) of variance.
The resultant plot (Figure 3A) can be roughly divided into
quadrants where x and y intersect at zero. In the intersection,
cost and spatiotemporal efficiency are key drivers to all
applications. In the bottom left quadrant, nearshore and sheltered
water environments appear to drive USV applications in
hydrographic surveys, infrastructure protection/inspection and
inshore surveillance (Figure 3A). This cluster represents ES USV
applications. The literature strongly represents hydrographic
surveys in water too shallow or dangerous to be accessed
by crewed vessels (Figure 3A). In the bottom right quadrant,
military applications, mine countermeasures, and to some
degree, search and rescue (Figure 3A) appears to be driven
by personnel safety. In the top-right quadrant, interoperability
between other autonomous systems appears to be driven by
the need for autonomous support (Figure 3A). In the top left
quadrant, cost, precision and endurance drive environmental

USV Applications and Drivers
Of the 245 application articles, 63% described in the literature
could have been carried out on a single hull archetype and
could therefore undertake applications in a UU environment
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FIGURE 2 | Proportion of literature describing unescorted and unsheltered (UU) and escorted and sheltered (ES) operations in the literature description of
environmental conditions, commercial make and available commercial prototypes (A), and proportion of literature describing UU (dotted), ES (black) and UU or ES
(grey) USV applications (B).

of features required in UU operations generally exceeds ES,
suggesting that there is a higher level of complexity required for
UU applications.

and ecological surveys, and although in another quadrant, are
clustered with offshore surveillance (Figure 3B).
All sectors associated with USV applications overlap
completely except for ecology and interoperability. Offshore
surveillance overlaps with government and industry, but not
academia. Ecological surveys (weighted in order academiaindustry-government) were associated with wildlife detection,
particularly cetaceans, hence their correlation with “quiet”
as a driver. Interoperability was represented in the literature
by military applications and did not overlap with industry
or academia.
CA reduction of drivers and years to two dimensions
described 38.6% (component 1) and 17.9% (component 2)
of variance (Figure 3B). Application trends are visible in 5
yearly groups: 2005–2009 no clustering, 2010–2014 clusters for
personnel safety, spatiotemporal efficiency, autonomous support
vessel, and 2015–2020 strong clustering for endurance, multiple
USV, quiet, precise and shallow water (Figure 3B). Cost is not
clustered with any temporal grouping, suggesting it is a consistent
factor through time.

DISCUSSION
USV developers require a better understanding of their potential
consumer market. Similarly, future consumers without deep
technical awareness require a straightforward template for
choosing a USV to suit their needs. In this review of
1,106 peer-reviewed articles spanning the last 15 years, we
analysed the current state of USV technological diffusion. Our
focus on quantifying the applications and drivers amongst
existing consumers led to our recommendation that USV
developers focus their products on those in need of affordable
access to the open ocean. In addition, we suggest multiple
pathways to achieve widespread consumer uptake under existing
collaborative governance frameworks.

USV Features

USV Developers and Consumer
Applications

USV field success for particular applications relies on custom
integrated USV features. Multiple custom features involve
increased complexity in design and engineering. In addition,
some features were more important than others across
applications. We ranked the importance and complexity of
custom features required for the 11 applications (Figure 4).
We assume that guidance, control and navigation already
exist in modern, commercially viable USVs so were excluded
from Figure 4. Environmental monitoring requires the most
features for mission success. The most important feature across
all applications is real-time communications. The number

Our review found a distinct mismatch between the number of
USVs developed for Escorted or Sheltered (ES) applications and
the apparent consumer interest in Unsheltered and Unescorted
(UU) applications. ES-specific USVs made up more than three
quarters (78%, n = 27) of commercial USV archetypes. However,
UU archetypes were more popularly published, with an average
of 4.5 articles per individual UU USV vs. 1.5 articles per
individual ES USV. Developers tend to make ES USVs using
retrofitted boats originally designed for crews, e.g., (Norgren
et al., 2015; Weaver and Dunlap, 2016; Kitowski, 2019), or using
elements such as canoes to form the hull structure - reasonable
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FIGURE 3 | Correlation analysis of USV applications and their drivers (A), and drivers and publication year (B). The ellipse for years 2005–2009 was excluded as there
was no clear clustering.

integrated features offer better value than bespoke designs.
While high complexity (e.g., numerous integrated features)
and development costs are mutually implicated, a single “onesize-fits-most” USV offers better value to coorperative multisectoral investors.
This study found real-time communications and
passive perception were the most important USV features
across applications and UU and ES archetypes. Real-time
communications are essential for maritime surveillance
constabulary response times, and significantly improve
weather and climate model forecasts via oceanographic
model data assimilation (Toyoda et al., 2015). Real-time
communications and passive perception go hand-in-hand,
where perception is required for operating the vessel in
the vicinity of other traffic, and real-time communications
are needed to transfer the information. A major problem
for USV real-time communications in remote locations is
expensive high bandwidth satellite data. USV developers have
overcome this by implementing machine learning to reduce
non-essential data sent over satellite. Implicit (data driven)
or explicit (model driven) machine learning isolates relevant

and cheap ways to develop and test USV systems. Thus, ES
USVs tend to be the status quo, with nominally few available
commercial UU USVs. We argue that UU USVs should be the
status quo because of their greater potential for diversity and
robustness, and ES USVs should be specialised for the 3 (out
of 11) applications that specifically require their stability and
manoeuvrability, e.g., hydrographic surveys, inshore surveillance
and inshore infrastructure protection and inspection. Possible
reasons for the developer-consumer dichotomy are: (1) A robust,
ocean-faring multi-use USV is more complex and expensive to
make than ES USVs, and (2) developers may be unaware of their
multifaceted market potential. However, robust, ocean-faring,
multi-use USVs in unsheltered waters and without an escort or
mothership cost a fraction of crewed vessels, and are disruptive
for ocean surveillance and monitoring across sectors.

Feature Complexity in Disruptive USV
Design
Cost was a central, timeless and most common driver for USV
uptake. Here, we discuss feature complexity with respect to cost
and consumer value. Complex, multi-tasking USVs with multiple
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essential for application success,

highly enhances application success,

beneficial to application,

application does not benefit from this feature. Columns and rows depict feature importance (column) to the application (row). Total USV complexity and feature
priority are ranked from blue (high) to beige (low). Grey and white rows are ES and UU archetype applications, respectively. Sector ranking is described in the
Quantitative Data Analysis section of the Methods.

will be of particular appeal in large ocean states and remote
maritime locations.
Stability is a feature requirement mainly for hydrographic
surveys, which tend to be ES USVs and inherently require
calm water. Precision manoeuvrability is also crucial for ES
operations in restricted space, such as inshore asset protection
(Pastore and Djapic, 2010), infrastructure inspection (Steimle
et al., 2009; Shimono et al., 2015) and hydrographic surveys
(Ferreira et al., 2009; Han et al., 2015). However, manoeuvrability
is also a requirement in UU operations. For example, stationholding for gateway communications, depth measurements
and instrument or array towing. Adjustable length cables for
varying depth deployment is a significant investment in a USV
design, with broad potential in subsurface profiling, such as
Conductivity Temperature and Depth (CTD) data collection,
ecological acoustic monitoring and anti-submarine warfare or
mine countermeasures.
Economic value for collaborative capabilities is arguably the
highest, offering the most versatile for extending the range of
other autonomous or uncrewed marine vehicles. USV surface
position makes an ideal collaborative robot capable of recharging
power, networking, and providing gateway data streams (Brown
et al., 2010; Zwolak et al., 2017; Li et al., 2019) to and from other
autonomous or uncrewed vehicles.

data snippets for real-time relay, such as objects or acoustics
(Martin et al., 2019), reducing the amount of data sent and
received. Consumers choosing USVs with this integrated
feature may reduce the significant data overheads required in
over-the-horizon surveillance.
Major cost savings can be gained by USV endurance.
Endurance requires not only a physically robust platform
but one or several renewable power sources and multiple
redundancy fail-safe systems. Renewable power for perpetual
USVs typically consists of solar, whereas propulsion sources
tended to be wind and wave for UU and electric motor
for ES USVs. Risks associated with solar power reliance are
the uncertainty of persistent overcast days, and night-time
operations. Therefore, ample battery storage must be available—
but the requirements vary significantly between models due
to size and power payload, which relates to the system
complexity, e.g., number of devices needing power. Another
factor related to endurance and cost was the ease of launch
and recovery. Some USVs require deep-water launch and
recovery such as from a mothership or crane. The high cost of
these methods may be offset by endurance, however, even the
most durable craft will require land-based maintenance, which
may increase cost and complexity in very remote locations.
Simple launch and recovery from boat ramps or beaches
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Funding Complex USVs via Cross-Sectoral
Cooperation

challenges of maritime crime, sustainability, and environmental
monitoring, focusing on large ocean nations and remote
maritime environments’ potential uptake of multi-use USVs.
Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated (IUU) fisheries
disproportionately affect developing countries, affecting
livelihoods and contributing significantly to economic losses and
environmental degradation (Agnew et al., 2009). In addition,
IUU fisheries are synonymous with other organised and
transnational crime involving drug trafficking, people trafficking
and money laundering (Witbooi et al., 2020; United Nations,
2021). The impact of organised crime (Bruwer, 2019) and
sanctioned fisheries in low-income nations (McCauley et al.,
2018) threatens the global blue economy, sustainability and
regional stability (Brashares et al., 2014; Pinsky et al., 2018;
UN Security Council, 2019). Heightened surveillance and
monitoring is needed to cover vast areas of ocean in remote
sovereign areas and on the high seas. Covert USVs can, in
real-time, identify, locate and monitor illegal activities using
radar, cameras, infrared, LiDAR and acoustics. Multiple covert
USVs transmitting real-time situational awareness have the
potential to enhance significantly existing maritime security
enforcement measures (Patterson et al., 2013; Real-Arce et al.,
2015; Johnston and Poole, 2017).
Fewer and less robust metocean observations in large ocean
nations and remote locations are the result of ocean access
difficulties (Sem, 2007; World Meteorological Organisation,
2016; Powers et al., 2019). The tropics are especially difficult
for ocean-surface data collection because they are subject to
extended periods of cloud cover, reducing satellite coverage
for substantial periods of the year (Kilpatrick et al., 2001). In
addition, the risk of monsoon troughs and tropical cyclones
reduces in situ observations extensively during these events.
This results in a reduction of weather and climate model
certainty (Flannaghan et al., 2014) and reduces the prediction
capability of severe weather events, some of which can lead
to environmental and humanitarian disasters (Alcántara-Ayala,
2002). Autonomous or remotely operated technology can
transform ocean observations (Malone et al., 2014). For large
ocean developing nations, “frugal innovation” (i.e., survival
through technological innovation), is a necessity (Bhatti et al.,
2018; Harris et al., 2020), and stand to benefit from a triple-helix
(academia-industry-government) approach (Etzkowitz et al.,
2000) to broadscale USV uptake.

Our results show a striking overlap between government,
academia and industry in the past 15 years of USV uptake.
Remarkable collaboration opportunities exist for USVs,
particularly in the maritime domain where governance models
for multi-use operations, shared assets, knowledge sharing and
technology transfer already exist (Ardron et al., 2014; Weller
et al., 2019; Friedman et al., 2020). For example, cooperative
governance between the 17 member states of the Pacific Islands
Forum Fisheries Agency (FFA) has a significant positive impact
on strengthening national capacity and regional solidarity
towards maritime domain governance for fisheries (Sokimi and
Aqorau, 2019). Under various agreements, the FFA member
states, comprising mainly of large ocean nations, share assets
such as aircraft, vessels, knowledge and intel on fisheries
activities in the region, maximising the effectiveness of fisheries
management and surveillance operations over the large collective
maritime domain. USVs and their real-time data could also be
shared under existing governance frameworks.
Similarly, cross-disciplinary models of maritime security
forces, which share vessels, aircraft, data and information, are
demonstrated by the Australian Maritime Border Command
(MBC), a multi-agency organisation covering maritime
security threats to defence, customs, fisheries, environment,
law enforcement, immigration and biosecurity (Noonan and
Williams, 2016). Shared asset use and knowledge transfer
improve maritime awareness, promote best practises sharing,
eliminate redundancy, and foster collaboration (Tikanmäki and
Ruoslahti, 2017). The economic benefits of these co-investments
are already prompting public investment in USV technology
(Meinig et al., 2019). Given the low (n = 6) number of published
commercial USV prototypes in UU environments, we argue that
UU USVs will be of most value to international collaborations
in remote and populated areas such as the Pacific Islands.
Strong governance and collaborative partnerships will be the
cornerstone of seeing this promising technology being adopted
more widely.

Niche Opportunities for USVs
Niche applications exist for USVs that conventional methods
currently cannot undertake. We provide a summary of notable
USV applications that surpass conventional methods for ocean
surveillance and monitoring based on the literature in this
review (Table 1). We challenge the perspective that USVs are
replacements for crewed ships and other existing ocean observing
technologies. The contents of Table 1 emphasises USVs ability to
hold a unique functionality that complements popular methods
of ocean observing.

The Current State of USV Technological
Diffusion
This study indicates that the technological diffusion of USVs is in
its infancy. USV engineering and development articles dominate
the literature (71% of articles in this study), whereas uptake in
applications, including UU and ES operations, is relatively few
(22%). Compare this to aerial drones—a common household
item and considered mature in their technological diffusion—
where engineering-related literature declined and applications
literature increased from 2013 to 2017 (Chabot, 2018).
To further explain the infancy we see in USV technological
diffusion, we discuss the diffusion of innovation success

Opportunities for Large Ocean Nations and
Very Remote Locations
Nations with remote maritime areas, particularly large ocean
nations, face an orchestra of unique geopolitical pressures due
to their high sea to land ratios and the high cost of accessing
those sovereign maritime jurisdictions. Here, we discuss the
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TABLE 1 | Niche opportunities for USVs to support existing methods for ocean surveillance and monitoring.
Existing ocean surveillance and
monitoring tool

Limitations

USV capability to overcome
existing limitations

Niche opportunity for USVs

Targeted ship-based
instrument-based metocean data
collection

• Expensive overheads leading
to sparse spatiotemporal
metocean data
• Numerous specialised
personnel required to be
onboard
• Weather limited
• High carbon emissions

Increased spatiotemporal scales
of instrument-based metocean
data collection

• Specialists can participate in instrumentbased data collection from anywhere in
the world
• Access to severe weather conditions
(Siddle et al., 2021)
• Survey methods emit less carbon into the
environment (Zaghi et al., 2016)
• High complexity USV a significantly
lower-cost alternative

Opportunistic metocean data
collection, e.g., “Ships of
Opportunitiy” (commercial ships fitted
with scientific instruments collecting
opportunistic data)

• Data collection limited to
shipping routes
• Non-realtime data collection
• Non-realtime data access
instrument diagnosis tools
(White and Bernstein, 1979;
Emery et al., 1997; Beggs
et al., 2012)

Opportunistic metocean data
collection whilst undertaking
other tasks (e.g., surveillance,
offshore infrastructure
protection).

• Flexibility in locational data collection
(may be opportunities to direct USV to
targeted areas)
• Ability to switch instrument(s) on and off
remotely
• Real-time data stream, data quality
collection and instrument performance.

Aerial surveillance and monitoring

•
•
•
•

Expensive overheads
Intermittent
Short spatiotemporal range
May be limited to daytime or
unable to see covert craft
• Weather limited
• May be predictable

Multiple surveillance USVs to
improve awareness

• Persistent
• Covert
• Flexibility in locational data collection
(may be opportunities to direct USV to
targeted areas)
• Can detect night-time activities via
camera, radar or sonar.
• Simultaneously undertake metocean
data collection
• Radar detection of vessels

Subsea fixed-point oceanographic or
seismic detection moorings

• Most are non-realtime data
collection or instrument
diagnosis tools (∼6 months)
(Fujii et al., 2019)
• Risk of data and infrastructure
loss at sea

Gateway data collection
capability

• More frequent data collection
• Real-time instrument diagnosis (Ferreira
et al., 2007)
• Reduces risk of losing data
• Perpetually provides near-real-time
seismic operations

Satellite observations

• Sparse altimetry calibration or
verification data in remote
locations
• Cloud cover reduces ocean
surface observations such as
SST, salinity, sea level and
colour for long periods
(months), especially in tropical
monsoon areas (Kilpatrick
et al., 2001)
• Calibration and validation of
sensors cannot be undertaken
remotely, therefore some
satellite sensors can be
redundant after a number
of years.

Targeted or opportunistic
water-surface interface data
collection

• Water-surface interface data (SST, SSS)
collection irrespective of cloud cover
(Zhang et al., 2019; Vazquez-Cuervo
et al., 2020)
• Sea surface height measurements for
calibrations and verification of satellite
altimetry in shallow (e.g., continental
shelf) water (Penna et al., 2018)
• Real-time data retrieval for instrument
diagnosis and model assimilation

Coupled ocean-atmosphere
forecasting

Sparse global spatiotemporal
metocean data availability
reduces certainty in model
predictions

Targeted or opportunistic
metocean data collection whilst
undertaking other tasks

• Water-surface interface data collection
• Real-time data retrieval for model data
assimilation (Cole et al., 2019)

Ecological acoustic tracking

• Expensive
• Time consuming to determine
optimal location of acoustic
receiver array
• Underway passive acoustic
detection too noisy

Targeted or opportunistic,
underway or fixed, flexible
receiver capability on one or
multiple USV

• Quiet (Ziegwied et al., 2016)
• Real-time data retrieval to guide dynamic
monitoring
• Real-time data-based decision-making
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TABLE 2 | Technology diffusion innovation success attributes that are limiting or non-limiting to the diffusion of USV technology.
Innovation success attribute

Limiting or
non-limiting

Determination using evidence from this study

Relative advantage

Non-limiting

The relatively low cost of USVs is the most common and second-most central driver (after
spatiotemporal efficiency) for USV uptake (Figure 3). The growing number of articles in development and
applications over time indicates that USV consumers perceive the advantages of USV technology
sufficiently (Figure 1)

Observability

Limiting

We found 245 (22%) application and 848 (71%) development articles, relatively consistently proportioned
over 15 years (Figure 1). We infer from this that there are few examples (applications) of USV use
available for public consumption, and therefore USV observability is limited.

Trialability

Limiting

We assessed trialability by counting the number of times each individual commercial archetype was
documented in an application article. Most (20 out of 27) commercial archetypes were published in just
one application article (Supplementary Material 2). In contrast, two competing commercial products
were published in 10 and 13 different articles, and five were published in 2–5 articles.

Compatibility

Limiting

We found an under supply of UU USVs that we feel limits the current market, and conclude that there is
a commercial oversupply of USVs only operable in Escorted or Sheltered (ES) applications (ES USVs =
21, UU USVs = 6) (Figure 2). Despite this: 1. There were almost as many UU application publications as
ES (UU = 47%, ES = 53%) (Figure 2), 2. The biggest cost advantage of UU is accessing the open
ocean without an escort, and 3. Most (63%) of the applications described in this review do not require
specialised features of ES designed USVs, such as stability and very shallow draught (Figure 2).

Complexity

Limiting

We relate complexity to the feature requirements outlined for each application (Figure 4). In this review,
we found multiple commercially available USVs that would likely service specific ES applications.
However, there were no UU USVs, in this review that had every feature described and thus the high level
of complexity required for consumer uptake. The authors noticed several exist on the market but did not
appear in this literature search.

A notable limitation to this study is the few military and
defence related applications captured in the literature search.
Classified and detailed descriptions of military and defence
operations are unlikely to be described in peer-reviewed articles.
There is an opportunity to explore further the patterns of
consumer applications and drivers based on grey literature
encompassing military USV uptake.

attributes derived by Rogers (2010). We use evidence from
this study to discuss the success attributes; relative advantage,
observability, trialability, compatibility and complexity in
Table 2. We argue that relative advantage is currently a nonlimiting success attribute; however, due to the relatively early
stages of USV technological diffusion, the perceived advantage
is likely to grow. Observability, trialability, compatibility, and
complexity currently limit the diffusion of USV technology
amongst existing and potential consumers.

Autonomy and USVs
Most institutional definitions of full autonomy agree that
the platform should operate without human intervention and
automatically adapt to environmental and operational conditions
(Committee on Coast Guard Maritime Domain Awareness,
2020). This includes adhering to COLREGs (1972) as outlined
in Campbell et al. (2012) for a surface vessel. While there were
no fully autonomous surface vessels described amongst the 245
application articles, it is possible that the drivers for use, and the
factors limiting their uptake, are different to the USVs described
in this article. We suggest policy/regulations and technology
are fundamental development limitations for fully autonomous
surface vessels. Policy and regulations might prevent developers
from testing fully autonomous surface vessel prototypes in the
open ocean, limiting trialability and observability (pers. comm.
Melanie Olsen, Australian Institute of Marine Science).
We identified that the desire for full autonomy differed
amongst end-users. Most of the UU USVs did not appear to
strive for full autonomy. On the contrary, human intervention
was seen as a necessary step in fulfilling many of the applications,
such as search and rescue and offshore surveillance. In all cases,
a “human-on-the-loop” was still far cheaper than deploying a
crewed vessel for the UU applications alone.

Finding Our Way to Complex Multi-Use
USVs
Global demand for USVs has increased substantially since
crewed offshore operations worldwide were plagued by COVID19 lockdowns (Depellegrin et al., 2020). In response, USVs
were rapidly adopted to temporarily fill the void of crewed
operations [National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA), 2020]. COVID-19 made the risk of investment (Gu
et al., 2020) and confidence (Costanzi et al., 2020) in the new
technology permissible, in exchange for personnel proximity, a
dichotomy that is accelerating an already anticipated expansion
and commercialisation of USVs (Manley, 2016).
System interoperability between different types of remotely
operated vehicles must be realised for cross-disciplinary
collaborations, for example, standard control interfaces, software
and protocols (Costanzi et al., 2020). Cybersecurity, spoofing
and jamming pose significant threats to the normalisation of
USVs (Dobryakova et al., 2016; Hogg and Ghosh, 2016). The
lagging development of legal, regulatory frameworks must also
be overcome for the small to medium commercial USV market
to thrive (Ferreira et al., 2009).
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this innovation, improving our ability to monitor and manage
the ocean and improve the livelihoods of many of the most
vulnerable coastal communities in the world.

Throughout the application literature, “ASV” and “USV” were
the principal terms used interchangeably. We also observed the
shift from “unmanned” to “unscrewed” at the end of 2020 for
political correctness. Our analysis and extended search using
the term “autonomous surface vessels” confirmed that the term
“unmanned surface vessel” was a more popular term to describe
this technology than “autonomous surface vessel.” Both USVs
and ASVs essentially described the same technology, all with
varying degrees of autonomy. This finding prompts questions
on how the definitions between end-users (industry, academia
and government) and manufacturers may influence the uptake
of this technology. We believe universally accepted industrystandard definitions for the levels of autonomy will be crucial to
help elucidate end-users’ needs and provide appropriate direction
for developers. We suggest further analysis of the past and
current terminology used amongst end-users and manufacturers
to quantify this.
In the shipping industry, levels of autonomy are defined by the
International Maritime Organisation (outlined in Manley, 2019).
Shipping autonomy appears to be motivated by several factors,
including overall cost savings and a suggested improvement
in safety that comes with eliminating human error (Li and
Fung, 2019). Fully autonomous guidance, navigation and control
systems appear to be a realistic goal for maritime industries such
as shipping and transport, but the technology is not ready for
implementation at this stage (Li and Fung, 2019).
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